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3D Systems Launches E-commerce Site for
New FabPro™ 1000, Making the Easy-to-Use
Industrial 3D Printer Easy to Buy
ROCK HILL, South Carolina, July 12, 2018 –3D Systems (NYSE: DDD) has launched an ecommerce site for its new FabPro™ 1000 entry-level industrial 3D printer which combines
smooth surface quality, accelerated throughput and a straightforward user interface.
This powerful, compact additive manufacturing system is optimized for producing high quality
plastic part prototypes as well as casting patterns for jewelry at print speeds up to three times
faster than competitively priced systems. It’s powered by 3D Sprint™ best-in-class software to
simplify part preparation and print monitoring and is offered with three different materials:
FabPro Tough BLK for functional prototyping and production parts, FabPro Proto GRY for fine
featured prototypes and models, and FabPro JewelCast GRN for jewelry master patterns used for
gypsum investment casting applications.
“The FabPro 1000 checks all the boxes on professional designers’ and engineers’ wish lists for
entry-level 3D printing. Yes it’s a compact device, but it’s also a powerful integrated solution,
including optimized software, a choice of specialized materials, an intuitive user interface, and an
optional, revolutionary, light-based UV post-curing unit,” said Phil Schultz, senior vice president,
general manager, on demand manufacturing and plastics, 3D Systems. “The result is that FabPro
1000 delivers very high quality parts quickly and efficiently with a low Total Cost of Operation. To
make these advantages even more accessible, we’ve launched an e-commerce site for FabPro
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1000. We encourage everyone to visit the site, check out the specs and pricing, and order their
FabPro 1000 today.”
Customer feedback on the FabPro 1000 confirms the system’s superior price/performance ratio.
One example is Simon Walker, the owner of Artforge which designs and manufactures highly
accurate collectible miniatures and unique jewelry.
Simon has been using the FabPro 1000 for precision investment casting. He reported, “In my
experience, I have been very impressed with the FabPro 1000’s print quality and smooth surface
finish – so important when you’re producing pieces to be cast for fine miniatures and intricate
jewelry. The Achilles heel of most 3D printing solutions for investment casting has been the
material. However, with the FabPro JewelCast GRN resin, I am getting consistently great casts. It
is very strong and robust, so much so that we can even file the printed resin patterns if needed.
When we do a casting cycle using the resin patterns, the investment powder is easily removed
from the now metal patterns just like regular casting operations. As the flask of gypsum
investment is plunged into water, most of the investment powder dissolves away and the rest
can easily be cleaned off. That’s the hurrah moment for us.
“All in all, you get a lot more for your money with the FabPro 1000 than other entry-level 3D
printing solutions,” Walker continued. “The software is a good example. You import the design,
the 3D Sprint software automatically identifies and fixes most problems, and adds the automatic
support structures. Then you can do what you like – scale the design, create mirror images, copy
it, change the support structures, etc. and then send the file to the print queue. It’s easy to use,
intuitive and quiet - and that’s what people want.”
The FabPro 1000 is priced below $5000 (US)/€5.000 (EU Countries) and can be ordered online at
www.3dsystems.com/3d-printers/fabpro-1000.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements made in this release that are not statements of historical or current facts are
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the company to be
materially different from historical results or from any future results or projections expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements. In many cases, forward looking statements can be
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identified by terms such as "believes," "belief," "expects," "may," "will," "estimates," "intends,"
"anticipates" or "plans" or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology.
Forward-looking statements are based upon management’s beliefs, assumptions and current
expectations and may include comments as to the company’s beliefs and expectations as to
future events and trends affecting its business and are necessarily subject to uncertainties, many
of which are outside the control of the company. The factors described under the headings
"Forward-Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors" in the company’s periodic filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as other factors, could cause actual results to differ
materially from those reflected or predicted in forward-looking statements. Although
management believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are
reasonable, forward-looking statements are not, and should not be relied upon as a guarantee of
future performance or results, nor will they necessarily prove to be accurate indications of the
times at which such performance or results will be achieved. The forward-looking statements
included are made only as the date of the statement. 3D Systems undertakes no obligation to
update or review any forward-looking statements made by management or on its behalf,
whether as a result of future developments, subsequent events or circumstances or otherwise.
About 3D Systems
3D Systems is the originator of 3D printing and an innovator of future 3D solutions. It has
spent its 30-year history enabling professionals and companies to optimize their designs,
transform their workflows, bring groundbreaking products to market and drive new business
models. This is achieved with the Company’s best of breed digital manufacturing ecosystem.
It’s comprised of plastic and metal 3D printers, print materials, on demand manufacturing
services and end-to-end manufacturing software solutions. Combinations of these products
and services address a variety of advanced applications- ranging from Aerospace,
Automotive, and Consumer Goods to Medical, Dental, and Jewelry. For example, 3D
Systems’ precision healthcare capabilities include simulation, Virtual Surgical Planning, and
printing of medical and dental devices as well as patient-specific surgical instruments. More
information on the company is available at www.3dsystems.com.
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